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DM in thermal contact at 
early times has interesting 

implications

Light DM needs new 
interactions for this to be 

viable portals &dark 
sectors

⇒



Lots of interest in a handful of “portals”⇐

Vector portal (“dark photon”) 
is a very nice benchmark⇒



mA′ < 2mχ

mA′ > 2mχ

mA′ > 2mχ

Electron beams typically 
useful for new vectors





Staged detector design⇐



Estimated reach for dark 
photon DM is interesting

⇐

Cosmic background sets a 
lower limit on threshold⇒





There has been a lot of 
attention on experiment at 

ATOMKI⇒



The experiment at ATOMKI⇒

What’s seen

⇓











Where it could be sited ⇒

 What the experiment would 
look like

⇐







Nikita Blinov performed quick 
ARIEL beam study for LDMX-

type setup!

Nontrivial reach but some area 
in tension with cosmology⇒



What ideas could (or could not) be turned into actual 
experiments at TRIUMF/CENPA? 

What homework do we need to do to figure this out? 

Should we form a working group to answer such 
questions? Who are key people to target for this working 
group? 

Prompts from the Organizing Team
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What ideas could (or could not) be turned into actual 
experiments at TRIUMF/CENPA? 
The DarkLight concept looks really exciting. Beam dump 
also interesting. What about other beams, e.g. p? 
What homework do we need to do to figure this out? 
Further studies and simulations crucial to firm up reach 
Should we form a working group to answer such 
questions? Who are key people to target for this working 
group? 
Absolutely! DarkLight collaborators & theorists (and 
others?)

Prompts from the Organizing Team


